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Dan high-tech images of the human brain reveal

...our most deeply held beliefs? How do religIOus•and spiritual experiences affect brain activity,and
how should we interpret these changes? Most

important: What is a "real" spiritual or religious experience,
and can scientists ever truly validate this "reality"?

Dr. Andrew Newberg, co-author of both VVhy God Won't Go

Away and his newest book, VVhy 1%Believe VVhat We Believe, has
been intrigued with these questions for as long as he can
remember. His groundbreaking brain-imaging studies of
Buddhist monks during meditation, Franciscan nuns in prayer
and Pentecostal Christians speaking in tongues have just
begun, in his opinion, to plumb a deep pool of mystery we all
- perhaps on some primal level - yearn to explain. For
Newberg, associate professor of radiology and psychiatry at
the University of Pennsylvania Health System, the search for
answers to these profound questions has developed into a life
long passion.

At Penn, where he also teaches a course on "Science and

the Sacred" in the department of religious studies and heads
up the Center for Spirituality and the Mind, a university-wide
interdisciplinary program that has garnered coveted National
Institute of Health funding, Newberg describes himself as
"a kid in a candy shop." He credits good fortune for bring
ing "two very influential people" into his life while he was
still a young medical student: Dr. AbassAlavi,chief of nuclear
medicine, and his late colleague Dr. Eugene d'Aquili, an
anthropologist/psychiatrist with whom Newberg had col
laborated on numerous projects.

"It was the extra year of research in brain imaging dur
ing medical school" (under the tutelage of Alavi) that fueled
"sort of the whole crux" of the work that has led Newberg to
his current pursuits. As Newberg explains it, while d'Aquili
had "hypothesized a lot about what parts of the brain were
involved in religious/spiritual experiences since his initial
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- Dr.Andrew

Newberg

studies in the early 1970s, he didn't really have a lot of empir
ical data, so when he and I met up - with my interest in
brain imaging - it was exceptionally fortuitous." Add to this
mix Alavi's renowned expertise in nuclear medicine, a piv
otal element in radiographic functional imaging, such as
SPECT (Single Photon-Emission Computed Tomography)
scans, used by Newberg in his brain-imaging studies, and
team members were exceptionally well matched as pioneers
in a new discipline: the neuropsychology of religious and
spiritual experience. Aside from the ,vide-ranging talents and
intellectual curiosity of this trio, Newberg adds, "Ours was an
incredibly diverse group; together, we represented three
major religious traditions. Abass is a Persian Muslim, Gene
considered himself nobility of the Holy Roman Empire, and
I was the Jewish guy! Together we looked at philosophical,
theological, epistemological and biological questions" span
ning a diverse range of spiritual and religious experience.

So how does a nice Jewish doctor who grew up on Phila
delphia's Main Line wind up studying the spiritual lives of
Buddhist monks, Franciscan nuns and Pentecostal Christians?

For Newberg, who took "lots of courses in philosophy and
religion, particularly Eastern philosophies, like Hinduism
and Buddhism," in addition to his pre-med requirements,
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while an undergrad at Haverford
College, this is actually a very relevant
question. In college, Newberg explains,
his fascination with science and the

human body began to "turn inward" to
include "a more contemplative ap
proach."

Reflecting on his upbringing in a Re
form Jewish household, Newberg de
scribes his family as "not very intensely
jewish," but he feels "this background was
very appropriate to where I've wound up
with my exploration."

"In my family," he continues, "I think
the notion of believing in God, believing
injudaism was important, but as to the
technical details - well, that was not so

important. What that belief was and how
that belief manifested itself - that be

came the part that I really wanted to
explore.

"At home we didn't take part in a lot
of traditions, like Shabbat," he says, "but
my parents did create an environment
where we could ask a lot of questions. We
always had a kind of joke in my family

when I was a kid. Long after I was sup
posed to be asleep, I would come wan
dering back into the living room and
start asking my parents all kinds of ques
tions about God and reality and 'How
come there's something instead of noth
ing?' I asked those questions really from
a very young age."

Today, Newberg is convinced that, in
this search, science and religion needn't
remain mutually exclusive. Fueling this
hybrid approach is Newberg's fascination
with "the universality of belief in a high
er power." Writing in Why God Won't Go

Away, Newberg and d'Aquili hypothe
sized that the brain is hardwired to be

lieve in "the concept of God and primal
stories of religion." His continuing re
search suggests that "the brain may be
neurologically biased toward perceiving
or generating spiritual imagery."

In viewing the brain scans of Buddhist
monks focusing on a sacred image dur
ing the "peak" of meditation, Newberg
points out decreased activity in the pari
etal region of the brain - what he calls
the Orientation Association Area. "This

is the part of the brain that gives us our
sense of orientation in time and space,"
Newberg explains. Patients with damage
to this area have difficulty navigating their
way around a room or may perceive one
of their own body parts as alien.

Notably, experienced meditators fre
quently describe a sense of timelessness
when deeply engaged in practice. Follow
ing this hypothesis, Newberg notes in the
monks' brain scans an increase in blood

flow to the frontal lobe, the cerebral

region responsible for attention and con
centration, a key requirement ofmedi
tation.

Yet, in the brain scans of Franciscan
nuns immersed in a Christian meditation

known as the "centering prayer," New
berg points out a significant difference.
The nuns had focused on a particular
word or passage from the Bible, and the
scans showed "significant similarities and
differences in neural processing, with the
major difference occurring in the lan
guage center of the brain." He goes on
to suggest that because the prayer fo
cused on words and the meanings of
these words, neural activity increased in
the right hemisphere of the brain, where
meaning, interpretation and the rhythms



of speech are processed. The Buddhist
meditators, on the other hand, showed

increases in the inferior temporal lobe 
the visual processing area of the brain 
as a result of focusing on sacred images.

So have both sets of practitioners en
countered "real" spiritual/religious expe
riences? Do the brain scans "prove" this?
According to Newberg, it all goes back to
the premise of belief.

"A belief is like a map, a neural rep
resentation of an experience that seems
meaningful, real and true," writes New
berg. " ... all beliefs emerge from the per
ceptual processes of the brain, and how
they are shaped by personal relationship,
societal influences, and educational and

spiritual pursuits ... Your perception of
the reality of a particular spiritual expe
rience is significantly impacted by your
beliefs going into that experience."

As to the authenticity of this experi
ence, to Newberg, this is where the real
mystery lies.

"The paradox that Gene d'Aquili
and I always noted was if you start with
the idea that our brain takes in every
thing that is out there in the world and
then processes that information, every
thing that we see then is really one step
removed; it's a secondhand rendition."

In other words, because the brain is

only able to take in and process a small
portion of what we see and sense in the
infinite universe, as humans we have the

propensity to make some fairly conse
quential errors as a result of the brain's
miraculous, though still limited, capabil
ity.Newberg suggests that the only way to
clarify "reality" is to "get outside of the
brain," something he believes certain
mystical experiences may facilitate. Yet it
is because of this paradox, Newberg con
tends, "that science doesn't really help us
to resolve the question. I think we have
to look at these experiences in a very
deep wayand try to understand all of the
aspects of what it is - to some extent try
to understand it on an experiential level,
on a subjective, biological and philo
sophicallevel, to try to figure out if that
all fits together and see if that gives us a
little better clue as to what reality actual
ly is. I'm optimistic enough to think that
it's possible." ~
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